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A rare glimpse into heaven, hell, and previous lives. Dr. Rajiv Parti's near-death experience brought

him on a journey through the afterworld, leading to a spiritual awakening that transformed his

career, his lifestyle, and even his fundamental beliefs. Before his near-death experience, Dr. Rajiv

Parti was a wealthy man of science with a successful career as the chief of anesthesiology at the

Bakersfield Heart Hospital in California. He demanded the same success from his son, whose

failures provoked episodes of physical abuse from Dr. Parti. All in all, Dr. Parti was the last man to

believe in heaven or hell - that is, until he saw them with his own eyes. When Dr. Parti had his

near-death experience on the operating table, he first watched his own operation from the ceiling -

even recalling a joke told by his doctors during his surgery. He was greeted by archangels and his

deceased father, who led him through the tortures of hell and revealed the toxic cycle of violence

that has plagued his family for generations. He even reviewed the struggles of his previous lives,

which in many ways reflected those he still faced in the present. Finally he experienced heaven.

From the angels he learned lessons of spiritual health that they insisted he bring down to earth. To

do so, Dr. Parti knew, he had to change his ways. After his near-death experience, Dr. Parti awoke

a new man. He gave away his mansion, quit his career, opened a wellness clinic, and completely

turned around his relationships with his family. To this day he still converses with angels and

spreads their wisdom to the living. In this remarkable true story of spiritual transformation, Dr. Parti

provides rare details of heaven, hell, the afterlife, and angels. In sharing the lessons and eternal

truths from the divine that changed him forever, Dr. Parti offers his audience the opportunity to attain

peace and live better lives here on earth.
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I found this book to be fascinating and couldn't put it down. I found Dr. Parti to be very forthcoming

with all of his personal imperfections and how he had to work through them in his life. I found the

concept of forgiveness of our parents and grandparents to be very eye opening as we don't always

understand why our parents have treated us the way they did. His experience with his father was

especially special to me as I didn't always understand my father's ways either. There is a lot of

information in the book, but I think that if everyone would take to heart the changes that he was

asked to make in his life following his near death experience the world would be a much better place

to live in. I think the world needs to make a huge shift from being so materialistic and ego centered

to being heart centered.

This book provides such tremendous hope to those who have lost someone they love or are

questioning their own mortality. Dr. Parti's book was extremely easy to read and very difficult to put

down. This book offered me an opportunity to ask different questions about myself, my own life, and

has enhanced my conviction that there is something beyond the physical comforts life that we have

been earnest seeking. As I read Dr. Parti's, I gained a greater awareness of the fact that

consciousness exist outside of the body and that we are eternal Souls (or expression of

consciousness) who have lived many lifetimes with one goal in mind, and that goal is to return to the

awareness that everything is created from one substance, which is pure unconditional love.

Rajiv Parti has a compelling story to tell after his Near Death Experience (NDE). I found his book his

book, Dying to Wake Up, well-written even if I had a difficult time accepting all the experiences he

related.If you believe his story, PartiÃ¢Â€Â™s experience was profound. Profound enough Parti

realized he need to change his lifestyle from one of extreme wealth to a more spiritual one. His book

details the steps he took to change his life.Finally, his book will detail the NDE experience, how

affects the person involved, and their families.Recommend.Review written after downloading a

galley from Edelweiss.

This book is a beautiful portrayal of the journey to the afterlife and back. Dr. Parti's descriptive



accounts leave a tangible feeling and peace long after the book is completed. This book is a must

read for anyone that is curious about spirit, the afterlife, and following their purpose in life.

Reading this tremendous book will give those seeking a breakthrough in their spirituality so many

astounding but gentle nudges needed to inspire a deeper journey in seeking their own calling in life.

I am so encouraged to re-double my focus on what is most important in life. I hope you find the

blessings, revelations, and wisdom that I did that fill this book. If you are serious in seeking the truth

and love that binds us together, you will find enlightenment and courage in these pages. Perhaps

your own spiritual healing or advancement past a roadblock to understanding our path and our

relationship to God. Thank you, doctor, for gently sharing your life as an example of God's love for

us.

This book was fascinating in the beginning-- reading about the author's NDE and also his frank

discussion of his cynicism, apathy toward his patients, anger and materialism.His NDE seemed

plausible (although the lengthy descriptions of what the angels said to him seem like more than he

could have accurately remembered). But afterward, Parti seems to have been looking to the wrong

spiritual guides. He quotes Jung, who delved into the spiritual realm in a fascinating way, but then

Jung's ego seems to have taken over-- he had an affair with a patient, and began to think of himself

as a god. Parti also quotes Foucault-- a nihilistic philosopher who was fascinated with uniting sex

and death, and who sought out AIDS through a sexual encounter.Parti concludes that losing one's

ego and becoming nonjudgmental and loving are the are purpose of life. But what is love,

disconnected from LAW? It degenerates into New Age, Oprah-Style sentimentality in which the

person's goal in life is to "find himself" -- but are all "selves" really valid and genuine? They can't

be.Parti says he had an encounter with Jesus, farther on in his personal journey. But Jesus is not

the god of just "love" -- he operated under Judaic law, and Jesus said clearly, in the Bible, that he

did not come to change the law. If Parti now believes in Jesus, why does he not believe all of what

Jesus taught?So something is missing in Parti's journey after his NDE,. Where he gives selflessly

(as in accompanying his dying doctor friend Naresh to the end of his life), it would seem right that

Parti would be able to have a "shared death experience" because he shared his friend's suffering in

a noble and loving way. But learning to "just become nonjudgmental" is a trap. If "everything goes,"

then nothing is true and right, and the world is meaningless.So I found the book intriguing but I

wouldn't take the author's lessons learned without serious consideration of whether or not he is truly

on the right path.



A very sincere and personal telling of Dr Raj Parti's experience of his NED, journey to heaven,

meeting of the Being of Light, the Archangels and his father and the complete transformation of his

life. I read the whole book in one sitting and was deeply moved by the testimony. Dr Parti's personal

transformation to become the person and the healer of the soul he is today alone is sufficient to

vindicate the truism and integrity of his experience and testimony.
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